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Chesnut mushrooms are a true visual

stunner with rich ochre caps, speckled with

delicate white scales. Their flavor profile is

similar to Cremini, while they have a more

resilient skin and snappy stem. 

Chestnuts can simmer or stew for hours in

slow-cook dishes without falling apart, or

losing their shape!

Chestnut



These tender masses of spongy protein are

taking the culinary and medicinal world

by storm with a pairing adaptability

similar to tofu/seitan, as well as their

unique nutrient dense profile! 

Lions Mane features a mild umami flavor,

and can be incorporated into a wide

variety of dishes - from crispy 'crab'

cakes and battered nuggets, to pan-seared

mushroom steaks. Their porous structure 

 absorbs seasoning while maintaining a

meat-like consistency.

Lions Mane



Piopinno mushrooms have a faint floral

aroma with a savory stem and soft velvet

cap. These mushrooms are frequently used

in pastas, risotto as well as stir fry.

When cooked, the cap takes on a crispy

texture with a mild nutty flavor. Pioppino

pair well with melted cheeses and creamy

dishes, and are an excellent addition to

pasta sauce, gravy and broth.

Pioppino



A staple of Asian Cuisine, Shiitake have

been cultivated and wild harvested as a

premium gourmet mushroom for centuries.

Their soft brown caps are accented with

creamy tufts and a fibrous stem. 

These superstar mushrooms boast a rich

umami flavor with a lush and tender

texture. Shiitake are highly versatile in

dense vegetable soups, rice/noodle dishes

or even as a protein packed topping!

Shiitake



These cold-weather hybrids combine the

savory caps of Oyster mushrooms with the

tender fleshy stems of King Trumpet

mushrooms. 

Featuring a tender umami flavor profile

with undertones of black pepper, Black

Pearl Oysters make a succulent meaty

addition to stir fry, sauces, hot pots and

even pizza!

Black Pearl Oyster



These steely-blue mushrooms are the

perfect replacement for the common (and

boring) White Buttons and Portobellos,

offering a rich umami flavor with crispy

and tender meaty textures.

Cook these caps just like you would with

any common store-bought mushroom:

bake/saute in light butter or oil, and

instantly improve any sauce or stir fry!

Blue Oysters also make an excellent topping

to burgers, steaks & patties!

Blue Oyster



With bright yellow caps and gills, Golden

Oysters add tender flavor and eye-

catching color to any dish! Described as

the 'orchid mushroom' by one of our

customers.

When cooked, these delicate treats take on

a savory cashew-like flavor and make an

excellent addition to any sauce, soup, or

stew. Golden Oysters pair well with almost

any kind of white fish.

Golden Oyster



A beautiful tropical variety bearing

bouquets of flamingo pink gills. Pink Oyster

mushrooms have been described as tasting

woody and savory, with a mild pork flavor

profile. 

Featuring crispy edges and succulent meat

when oven-baked, Pink Oysters protein-

packed clusters have been used to replace

bacon! Try: Pan sear in a stir fry, panko

batter & air fry, or even make a

nourishing mushroom soup!

Pink Oyster


